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A fuzzy model for the evaluation  
of suppliers of material resources to  
machine-building enterprises

Evgeniya Kozlova*1 
Vladimir Volynsky**2 

Introduction

In the global economy, industrial companies are continuously forced to improve 
their quality and reduce costs to improve the competitiveness of their products. 
The effective selection process of supplier of material resources has an important 
influence on the competitiveness of the organization, as this is the first process 
in the supply chain. Expenses on the acquisition of material resources are, on 
average, 30–60% of the cost of finished products of the enterprise. The quality 
and reliability of the supply of material resources depends on the efficiency of 
the organization of production processes and production cycles. Thus, improving 
the procurement process can help the manufacturer increase their profits. It is an 
important factor affecting the economic efficiency of enterprises. The aim of this 
work is to identify factors that improve the process of supplier selection for mate-
rial resources of large enterprises.

The problem of supplier selection of machine-building 
enterprises in the international market

Many companies operating in the engineering sector want to expand the boun-
daries of their markets and enter international markets. In this situation, they 
are faced with the challenge of finding international suppliers. In addition, large 
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machine-building enterprises operating on the domestic market often purchase 
material resources abroad. For example, Russian machine-building enterprises 
buy Swedish steel. Most often this necessity is caused by the need to deliver to 
the international market goods of high quality and low price, or there is a lack of 
necessary material resources in the domestic market. Low price and high quality 
international procurement is possible due to the international division of labor.

When determining the country with which it will be the most profitable and 
convenient to engage in the import and export of goods or services, it is necessary 
to take into account the following factors: political and economic stability, costs 
of production, transport infrastructure, state benefits and incentives, the availabi-
lity of both a skilled and relatively cheap labor force, the market capacity of the 
country, the presence of trade barriers, and the availability of necessary suppliers 
of raw materials.

In addition to these factors, it is necessary to consider trade and political 
ties with select countries. Preference is given to a country which has normal 
business relations. After identifying the relevant country, the next step is to eva-
luate the potential partners-suppliers, taking into account the following criteria: 
the scale of operations, solvency, share of production, the number of enterprises 
with which the provider is working, business reputation, position of the supplier 
on the international market, financial situation, price, quality, and regularity of 
deliveries, etc.

The initial choice of supplier in the international market will allow an en-
terprise to carrying out the analysis and choose applicants. Then, the methods 
described in this article should be used.

The search for and ranking of suppliers in both the international and domestic 
markets is quite similar, the only difference being a change in the scale of the 
necessary information. With such providers, there is a need to find mutual bene-
fits which will establish a good relationship between the parties and will lead to 
greater confidence in the integrity of their duties.

The problem of organizing the procurement process in modern machine-bu-
ilding enterprises attracted the attention of many scientists. In their works, several 
authors (Ageev 2007, Bulanov 2009, Vostrikov 2009, Kostyuk 2010, Pleschenko 
2011 etc.) note the existence of business relations with a wide variety of suppliers 
to large industrial enterprises.

The importance of the supplier selection process at machine-building enter-
prises is confirmed by the data on the number of their real suppliers. For the Ame-
rican automotive company Ford, in 2013 there were 750 suppliers, Toyota Manu-
facturing UK had 800 suppliers, while General Motors had a very large number 
of suppliers – in 1986 there were 35,000. At that time, the number of suppliers for 
Toyota was 224. In Belarus, there is a large enterprise which interacts with hun-
dreds of suppliers. 97% of the components for this Belarusian automobile plant, 
which produces dump trucks, are produced outside the country.
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The actual number of suppliers of JSC “AvtoVAZ” in recent years reached 
990, while the list of purchased products reached about 29,000 (Vostrikov 2009, 
Pleschenko 2011). In 2012, Ivanovo-based machine-building enterprises JSC 
“AVTOKRAN” and JSC “KRANEKS” acquired 2,500 and 3,000 listed items, 
respectively, with the number of their real suppliers varying from 400 to 450. 
In 2011, JSC “KAMAZ” had about 600 suppliers, and JSC “NPO Saturn” had 
880 suppliers (Pleschenko 2011).

In the scientific and educational literature, one can identify a number of pa-
pers (Bulanov 2009, Grishchenko 2012, Kozin 2006, Kravets 2013, Lukinskiy 
2007, Olgin 2013, Rybalko,2011 etc.) which provide different algorithms for sup-
plier selection. Broadly speaking, the process of selecting a supplier includes the 
following steps: search for potential suppliers, analysis and selection of suppliers, 
and evaluation of the results of working with a supplier (Eremina 2013).

Modeling the business process of supplier selection

After examining the approaches, algorithms, and models for supplier selection (Bu-
lanov 2009, Grishchenko 2012, Kozin 2006, Kravets 2013, Lukinskiy 2007, Olgin 
2013, Rybalko 2011 etc.) a functional model of the business process of supplier se-
lection of material resources in IDEF0 notation was developed, shown in Figure 1.

It is recommended that the stage of analysis and supplier selection be divided 
into four consecutive stages: preliminary assessment of the provider, comparative 
analysis of suppliers, decisions about the conditions of purchase, and formation of 
orders, conclusion and execution of contracts.

Figure 1. The business process of supplier selection

Source: authors’ own elaboration.
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Preliminary assessment of the supplier

The majority of scientific papers in our field of research are devoted to the descrip-
tion of the process of the comparative analysis of vendors by different methods. 
However, in a number of publications (Bulanov 2009, Grishchenko 2012, Kozin 
2006, Olgin 2013, Valeyeva 2012) one can find individual elements of a prelimi-
nary assessment phase. For example, Grishchenko (2012) describes the process 
of supplier selection under a leasing transaction, where, first of all, offers to start 
cooperation with potential suppliers are invited, then there is an analysis of limi-
tation factors, and only after this can there be a comparative analysis of suppliers. 
Salikov and Gorbaneva (2011) talk about the mechanism for the development of 
procurement strategies, which sequentially includes four key phases: opportunity 
analysis, analysis of the procurement category, strategy development and its im-
plementation. Bulanov (2009) proposed an algorithm of supplier selection which 
allocated the stage “definition of the structure and characteristics of the resource”. 
Olgin (2013) drew special attention to the need to analyze the list of purchased 
products in the sphere of public catering. Analysis of the scientific literature sho-
wed that, to date, the preliminary assessment phase in the process of supplier 
selection remains little developed and not sufficiently formalized, which leads to 
inadequate final supplier evaluation.

The algorithm of preliminary supplier assessment

The supplier selection process begins with the identification of needs for material 
resources, operational planning of production, the formation of an operational 
plan of purchases, orders for suppliers, requirements to the supplier, and delivery 
terms. This information is the basis of the selection procedure. Figure 2 describes 
the key stages of preliminary supplier assessment (processes 1.1–1.8).

At the of the preliminary assessment stage, the purchase category (see Figu-
re 2, p. 1.1) and the provider type (see Figure 2, p. 1.2.) are determined. Procu-
rement strategy (see Figure 2, p. 1.7) is formed based on the type of purchased 
material resource, the results of the analysis of the real suppliers and requirements 
for them. However, the procurement strategy should be aimed at ensuring lower 
costs for the purchase of material resources, as well as improving the quality of 
the final product and being able to secure the supply.

At the final stage (see Figure 2, p. 1.8) of the preliminary assessment of sup-
pliers, an initial evaluation of suppliers is carried out in accordance with the selec-
ted procurement strategy. The initial assessment involves gathering information 
about the suppliers and their conduct on the basis of its analysis of “stop factors” 
(see Figure 2, p. 1.8). Depending on the specifics of the purchase, it can have “stop 
factors” relating to economic and financial standing, ability and technical capacity 
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of suppliers (Grishchenko 2012). The analysis of the “stop factors” formed the 
provisional list of suppliers of material resources.

Figure 2. Model the process of the preliminary supplier assessment

Source: authors’ own elaboration.
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Olgin 2013, Rudzki 2008, Urazova 2009) very different concepts of the semantic con-
tentmay hide under the same name. According to the criterion of duration, Pleschenko 
(2012) classifies: established, modified and new procurements.

For ease of comparative analysis of suppliers, it is recommended that all purcha-
ses of machine-building enterprises be split into the following categories: low value, 
key, problematic and critical. The proposed classification allows us to separate purcha-
ses of special complexity, as well as purchases of the highest and lowest significance.

Particular difficulties arise when making critical and problematic procure-
ments. Critical purchases are characterized by the scarcity of procurement oppor-
tunities, a small number or complete absence of goods suppliers, and the average 
cost of purchases. Violation of delivery time and technical requirements can have 
a negative impact on the production process. Due to the fact that it is very difficult 
for the supplier to find a replacement, the emphasis is on the development of mu-
tually beneficial relationships.

Material resources belonging to the category of problem purchases are high-
ly specialized, so the list of potential suppliers is not great. Most often there are 
various difficulties in the delivery of the material resource in the procurement, 
storage, handling and transportation stages.

Highly complex supplies are key purchases. Key purchases are characterized 
by high annual expenditure to purchase them. Usually, there is a great variety of 
proposals on the market of these resources which are able to satisfy the require-
ments of the customer. In this situation, the manager tries to negotiate more favo-
rable terms of delivery. The delivery of defective goods or a delay in delivery time 
can lead to a process shutdown.

The group of low-value procurements include purchases which are charac-
terized by a variety of suppliers and relatively low costs. They are resources that 
can be easily replaced with counterparts. Their absence will not lead to production 
losses or to the loss of the enterprise’s competitiveness. A comparative analysis of 
procurement categories is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Characteristics of categories of purchased material resources

Categories procurement

Indicators Low value 
purchases Key purchases Problematic 

purchases
Critical  
purchases

Number of suppliers A lot A lot Little Little
Relationships with suppliers Single Regular Regular Regular

The value of the relationship Minimum High Very high Critically 
high

The effect on the produc-
tion process Minimum High High High

Risks Minimum High High Very high
Acquisition costs Low High Moderate High
Information exchange Don't assume Minimum Active Active
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Categories procurement

Indicators Low value 
purchases Key purchases Problematic 

purchases
Critical  
purchases

Transaction costs Low High High Very high
The complexity of the 
procurement Reasonable High Special Special

Type of supplier Normal Qualified Reliable Strategic

Purchasing strategy

A simple 
selection on 
the basis of a 
small set of 
key criteria

Careful se-
lection of the 
best candidate 
from a set of 
alternatives. 
Negotiating 
the most fa-
vorable terms 
of delivery

A thorough 
analysis of 
the capabili-
ties of exist-
ing suppliers 
on the basis 
of a special 
set of criteria

A thorough 
analysis of 
the capabili-
ties of exist-
ing suppliers 
on the basis 
of a special 
set of criteria

Type of relationship with 
suppliers

A simple 
transaction

Basic and 
strategic 
partnership

Purchase of 
shares the 
supplier. 
Strategic 
Partnership 

Purchase of 
shares the 
supplier

Source: authors’ own elaboration.

Methods of determining categories of purchases

The process of determining categories of procurement for previously acquired 
material resources is different from that when dealing with materials acquired the 
first time. Analysis of previously acquired material resources is easier, as the pur-
chasing managers have comprehensive information about them. Analysis of new 
material resources requires a large investment of time and resources.

The process of determining the category of procurement includes five stages 
(Figure 3) and involves consistent implementation of ABC, XYZ and SHM ana-
lysis. The category of purchase is determined by the subsequent combining of the 
results obtained and the formation of a three-dimensional matrix.

An important element in the analysis of repeat and new purchases is ABC 
analysis (p. 1.1.1) (Kulakov 2014, Lukinskiy 2007, Maizlish 2014). For new pur-
chases, ABC analysis is conducted based on the planned volume of purchases and 
current prices, as well as old ones – based on data for the last period on the volume 
of purchases and prices.

XYZ-analysis (p. 1.1.2) involves the assessment of the significance of pur-
chasing by the coefficient of variation (Kulakov 2014, Lukinskiy 2007, Maizlish 
2014). Consideration of the dynamics of procurement over a long period of time 
allows you to set the number of purchases that have stable demand; procurement, 
demand for which is subject to fluctuations; procurement, the demand for which 
is random. For new purchases, classification by groups X, Y and Z is performed 
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on the basis of the planned frequency of acquisition, and old purchases – based on 
the dynamics of their acquisition for the previous time period.

Figure 3. Model of the process of determining the category purchase 
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SHM-analysis (1.1.3) complements ABC and XYZ analysis of the materials 
and resources procurement. It allows us to determine an indicator such as the 
complexity of the procurement, i.e. assess the level of difficulty of the preliminary 
negotiations and the process of selecting suppliers based on the past experience of 
the company. This type of analysis allows us to divide all the physical resources 
into three groups: special complexity (S – Special), high complexity (H – High) 
and moderate complexity (M – Moderate). The complexity of the procurement is 
determined using the rating estimation (Table 2).

Table 2. The main criteria for assessing the complexity of procurement

Criteria Significance Point

1 Cost elements (C1)
direct material costs 1
overhead costs 2
general running costs 3

2 The number of real providers (C2)
5 and more 1
from 2 to 4 2
one 3

3 The frequency of purchases of material resources (C3)
regular purchases 1
periodic purchase 2
one-time purchase 3

Infor- 
mation  
about  

MR
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Criteria Significance Point

4 To consolidate the delivery of material resources (C4)
no 0
yes 1

5
The presence of specific requirements for the  
purchase (C5) (scarcity, originality, novelty,  
delivery time, etc.)

yes 0

no 1

Source: authors’ own elaboration.

The complexity of procurement (C) is calculated by the formula (1):

С = (С1 + С2 + С3) · С4 · С5                                      (1)

To interpret the results of the calculation, they are divided into 3 categories:
C = 0 points – the special complexity of the procurement;
C = 1–6 points – the high complexity of the procurement;
C = 7–9 points –the moderate complexity of the procurement.

The next stage (see Figure 3, p. 1.1.4) is to combine the results of the ABC, 
XYZ and SHM analyses and forma three-dimensional matrix (see Figure 3, 
p. 1.1.5) with the following axes: the nature of the purchase (XYZ), cost cha-
racteristics (ABC) and the complexity of the procurement (SHM). Based on the 
obtained results, matrices were determined for the different purchasing categories. 
In this paper, we propose a mechanism for determining the complexity of the pro-
curement in Figure 4. 

Figure 4. Сross-section of a three-dimensional matrix along the axis of the complexity of the pur-
chase (SHM)
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Source: authors’ own elaboration.

Classification of suppliers

To solve the problem of suppler selection, the procuring entity shall take into 
account the characteristics specific to each of them. On the basis of the presence/
absence of ownership of the delivered object, the suppliers are divided into the 
following groups: regular wholesalers, industrial distributors, suppliers of indivi-
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dual parts, wholesalers such as “cash and carry”, travelling salesmen, stallholders, 
hardware wholesalers, trade (sales) agents, industrial agents, commission mer-
chants, and auction companies. Sales policy providers are divided by type into: 
exclusive, selective, or intense (Volynsky 2011).

Traditionally, the selection of a supplier is carried out in two ways:
1) the selection of a supplier to a number of companies that have already 

established business relationships (real suppliers);
2) the selection of a new supplier (potential suppliers). 
In the matter of classification of suppliers, scientists have not observed diffe-

rences (Malochko 2003, Olgin 2013, Rybalko 2011, Eremin 2013). Suppliers of 
large enterprises can be divided into four groups according to their role: normal, 
qualified, reliable, or strategic.

Normal suppliers specialize in the supply of material resources belonging 
to the category of low-value purchases. The purchasing manager shall carry out 
periodic monitoring of the market and have several potential suppliers in the event 
of a disruption of supply from real suppliers.

Qualified suppliers deliver material resources belonging to the category of 
key purchases. In most cases, the frequency of such regular deliveries is regular. 
The purchasing manager must continually analyze new proposals for these sup-
plies, but the focus is on the development of partnerships with selected suppliers.

A reliable supplier should supply material resources that are related to the 
category of problematic purchases. When choosing a reliable supplier, preference 
should be given to one who previously showed a willingness to become a partner, 
and who was ready to integrate. The purchasing manager must have at least one 
alternative supplier in the case of force majeure.

A strategic supplier supplies the material resources belonging to the cate-
gory of critical procurement. Usually they are specially developed according to 
individual customer requirements. A strategic supplier is very difficult to find and 
replace, thus, there is a focus on developing mutually beneficial relations.

Methods of determining the type of suppliers

The process of determining the type of suppliers includes five stages (p. 1.5.1–
1.5.5). First we conducted the ABC analysis (p. 1.5.1). Data from the most recent 
years on volumes of orders at each supplier are the basis of this analysis. The share 
of the material resources bought from suppliers in the total number of purchases 
and the accruing result of the share of objects of material resources are parameters 
of the analysis.

XYZ analysis (p. 1.5.2) of the volume of orders from suppliers involves the 
assessment of their significance for the coefficient of variation.
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Figure 5. Model the process of determining the priority of the supplier

Source: authors’ own elaboration.

The third parameter used for classifying suppliers is the priority of the sup-
plier. The priority of the supplier is the indicator which allows us to define the qu-
ality of the relationship with suppliers based on previous experience with it. The 
priority of the supplier is determined in accordance with the proposed HML-ana-
lysis (p. 1.5.3). The criteria for assessing the priority of suppliers is presented in 
Table 3.Their values are defined by the method of rating estimates. The integrated 
indicator of priority of the supplier is defined by the method of additive convolu-
tion of criteria. The weight coefficient is defined by an expert method.

Table 3. Criteria of an assessment of priority of the supplier

Criteria Significance Point(Pij)
Weighting  

coefficient (Ki)

1 The frequency of purchases 
from suppliers (D1)

regular purchases 1

0.47periodic purchase 2

one-time purchase 3

2 Long-term relationships with 
suppliers (D2)

3 years and more 1

0.321–2 years 2

less than 1 year 3

3 The growth rate of purchases 
from suppliers (D3)

positive 1
0.21

negative 2

Source: authors’ own elaboration.
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The calculation of an integrated indicator of priority of the supplier (Rj) is 
made on the formula:  

                     (2)

where:

 Pij – is the i-th rating index of the j-th supplier;  Ki – weight coefficient; Rj – in-
tegrated indicator of j-th of the supplier.

To interpret the results of the calculation are divided into:
Rj = 0.00–1.00 points – high priority of the supplier (H – high);
Rj = 1.01–2.00 points – medium priority of the supplier (M – Medium);
Rj = 2.01–2.42 points – low priority of the supplier (L – low).

The next phase is to combine the results of the ABC, HML and XYZ-analyses 
(p. 1.5.4). For clarity, a three-dimensional matrix (p. 1.5.5) is formed from the 
following axes: the nature of purchases from suppliers (XYZ), the cost characteri-
stics of the volume of orders with suppliers (ABC) and the priority of the supplier 
(HML). On the basis of the matrix, strategic, usual, qualified and reliable types 
of providers have been identified. Cross-sections of a three-dimensional matrix 
along the axis of a priority vendor with the distribution of provider types are pre-
sented in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Сross-section of a three-dimensional matrix along the axis of the priority of supplier (HML)
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X Y Z X Y Z X Y Z
Source: authors’ own elaboration.

Criteria for supplier selection

Conducting the comparative analysis of suppliers (Figure 1, p. 2) begins with the 
process of determining the selection criteria. Evaluating suppliers is a complex 
process that involves consideration of many criteria. Most scientists (Dixon, Lin, 
Gonzalez, Quesada, Teng etc.) believe that the definition of supplier evaluation 
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criteria is one of the key steps in the selection process (Sagar & Singh 2012). One 
of the first to become interested in the problem of supplier selection was Dixon. In 
the 1960s, he identified 23 supplier selection criteria on the basis of a questionna-
ire survey of 273 commercial organizations (mostly manufacturing enterprises). 
Purchasing managers defined the criteria which are of the greatest importance for 
supplier selection. The quality of the object of delivery, terms of delivery and per-
formance were seen as the most important selection criteria (see Table 4).

Weber, Current and Benton in 1991 investigated 74 articles published during 
the period from 1966 to 1990 devoted to the problem of choosing a supplier (Sagar 
& Singh 2012).They note that a large number of criteria significantly complicates 
the process of assessing suppliers. Similar research was conducted by Zhang, who 
studied 49 articles from 1992 to 2003. The survey results confirm that in the early 
1980s there was great importance put on the price criterion. In the early 1990s, 
the speed of reaction to inquiries of clients and control of time was added to the 
price. In the late 1990s and early 2000s, researchers and practitioners realized the 
importance of the criterion of flexibility, and attribute it to a number of key crite-
ria. Thus, all scientists noted the importance of the assessment of the supplier on 
several aspects, for example, the quality of the object of delivery, the productivity 
of the supplier, the reliability of delivery, etc. Chan declares that, besides general 
criteria such as cost and price, it is necessary to pay attention to such indicators as 
flexibility and innovations (Sagar & Singh, 2012).

The research carried out show that priorities in selection criteria of suppliers 
can change over time. This process is influenced by the political, economic, and 
social situation in the country and around the world, as well as the size of the 
company and characteristics of the industry.

The review of a large amount of scientific literature allows us to allocate more 
than one hundred selection criteria. In their work, the Indian scientists Sagar and 
Singh (2012) allocated 21 selection criteria for a supplier as applied to the Indian 
automotive industry. In Table 4 there is a list of these criteria (in descending order 
of importance) compared with the views of other researchers.

Table 4. Ranks of criteria for the evaluation of suppliers

Grade Criteria Dickson 
(1966)

Weber 
et al. 

(1991)

Zhang 
et al. 

(2004)

Leenders 
& Fearon 

(2006)

Tahriri 
et al. 

(2008)

1 Cost 6 1 1 3 2

2 Quality 1 3 2 1 2

3 The quality standards – – – – –

4 The reputation and position 
in the industry 11 8 12 – –

5 Delivery conditions 2 2 3 2 3
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6 Financial situation 8 9 6 8 4

7 The quality system – – – – –

8 Technical capabilities 7 6 5 6 6

9 Production capacity 5 4 4 6 6

10 Time cooperation – – – – –

11 Credibility – – – – 1

12 Compliance with the rules 9 15 13 – –

13 Responsiveness – – – 4 –

14 Reviews 17 15 21 – –

15 System communications 10 15 7 – –

16 Guarantees 4 23 13 – –

17 Quality Management System – – – – –

18 Relationships 16 12 19 – –

19 Management and organization 13 7 7 8 4

20 Performance History 3 9 7 – 8

21 Packaging ability 18 13 13 – –

Source: authors’ own elaboration.

Tahriri et al. in their work (2008) presented the importance of estimated cri-
teria for the company on the production of steel. Leenders and Fearon (2002) 
proposed a scale of criteria for the selection of potential supplier: product quality, 
timely delivery, price, services, repeated proposals for the development of pro-
ducts or services, technical, engineering, and production capacity, score distri-
bution capabilities, detailed assessment of finances, and management. This scale 
of criteria is used by most foreign manufacturers of products for the selection of 
suppliers of material resources. When selecting new suppliers, foreign companies 
have focused on the assessment of their financial situation and the organization 
of management, as well as the technical, engineering and production capacity of 
suppliers (Volynsky 2011).

After reviewing about 50 articles on the topic of this research, we systema-
tized the criteria for supplier assessment in eight key groups. They reflect the 
activities of suppliers from different sides: quality of the object of delivery, the 
price of the delivery items, terms of delivery and payment, properties of the object 
of delivery, the level of communication and culture, competence of the supplier, 
obligations of the supplier, and financial condition.
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Figure 7. Classification of the key criteria for supplier selection

A1 price;

A2 amount of 
discount;

A3 customs 
duties;

A4 currency risks.

A5 delivery times; 

A7 cost of 
delivery; 

A6 payment term;

A8 norm of 
shipments.

A9 the percentage 
of returns for 
the first year of 
warranty; 

A10 quality

A11 warranty 
period;

A12 Quality 
Management 
System.

 A13 the presence 
of specific 
properties of the 
object of delivery;

A14 assortment; 

A15 quality of 
raw materials used 
to make the object 
of delivery; 

A16 outward 
appearance.

C1 The price of 
the delivery item

C2 Terms of 
delivery and 
payment

C3 Quality of the 
object of delivery

C4 Properties of 
the object  
of delivery

A17 the duration 
of cooperation; 

A18 the response 
time to customer 
requests; 

A19 the 
availability of the 
supplier’s interest;

A20 transaction 
costs.

A21 the location 
of the supplier; 

A22 period on the 
market; 

A23the presence 
of positive 
reviews; 

A24 production 
technology.

A25 service 
during the 
warranty period;

A26 
responsiveness  
to requests; 

A27 quality 
technical 
assistance;

 A28 service after 
the warranty 
period.

A29 the stability 
of their financial 
situation; 

A30 debt to the 
Internal Revenue 
Service;

A31 annual  
cash flow;

A32 the ratio 
of the value of 
the supplies and 
assets.

C5 The level of 
communication 
and culture

C6 Competence  
of the supplier 

C7 Obligations  
of the supplier

C8 Financial 
condition

Source: authors’ own elaboration.

For different categories of procurement a different set of evaluation criteria 
must be used (Table 5).

Table 5. Basic requirements for the procurement categories

Key purchases Low-value purchases

• guaranteed high quality of the delivered 
product 

• regular supply to the necessary extent 
• the possibility of deferral of payment 

• low price 
• the standard quality 
• convenient location 
• short delivery times 
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Critical purchases Problematic purchases

• high financial stability 
• optimal organization of its own  

production 
• focus on innovation 
• capacity and capability to carry out  

research activities 
• the ability to take responsibility and  

take risks 
• reliable subcontractors 
• readiness for active mutually beneficial 

cooperation 

• the ability to provide safe transportation 
and safety of the product 

• the ability to change the volume  
of deliveries and their frequency 

• the ability to take on the manufacture  
of the processing 

• technological consulting 
• proximity of the supplier 
• availability of warehouses in close  

proximity to the consumer 
• long-term prospect of collaboration 

Source: authors’ own elaboration.

At the stage of the comparative analysis of suppliers (Figure 1, p. 2) is the 
formation of a list of evaluation criteria in accordance with the purchase strategy. 
The process of choosing the best supplier from those available can be made by one 
or several methods. The results of the study will allow us to judge the seriousness 
and integrity of the analyzed suppliers (Grishchenko 2012).

Decisions on the structure, volumes, and terms of purchase, as well as the 
formation of orders, conclusion, and execution of contracts (Figure 1, p. 3, 4), is 
made on the basis of the results that will be obtained at the stage of the compara-
tive analysis of suppliers.

The review of modern  
models and methods of supplier selection

In the field of developing methodical recommendations on the selection of sup-
plier, we must note the work of domestic and foreign scientists, like Lukinsky, 
Grischenko, Vostrikov, Leszczynski, Kozin, Saati, Dixon, Leenders and others.

In supply chain management, one can identify a number of methods to make 
a decision in choosing the best from several alternatives available. Under conditions 
of certainty, optimization methods, random selection and ordering apply, while in 
the face of uncertainty one should consider game theory, fuzzy set theory, utility 
theory and the model, taking into account the stochastic solutions, among others.

To describe the choice of supplier (Kozlova 2015) there are three approaches: 
criteria based, binary relations and functional choice. The easiest and most popu-
lar is the criterial approach (see Figure 8). Depending on the number of criteria, 
the selection can be one-criterion or multi-criteria. One-criterion tasks are solved 
by the analytical method. First one should form an objective function, then set the 
constraints and find solutions that will fit the best value of the objective function. 
Multicriteria problems are solved in different ways.
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Figure 8. Taxonomy for solving the problem of supplier selection

 

One-criterion Multicriteria 

Different value criteria Equal essence criteria 
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Criterion choice problem 

Source: authors’ own elaboration.

The approach based on the language of binary relations doesn’t assume re-
search of separate alternatives. For each pair of alternatives, they can establish 
their equivalence or superiority of one over the other. The ratio of preferences of 
several alternatives doesn’t depend on other alternatives. The approach based on 
the language of choice features, takes into account the relationship of preference 
of one alternative over another with other alternatives.

Based on the data (Lukinskiy 2007), analytical and expert approaches to the 
choice of supplier can be distinguished. The analytical approach uses a formula 
that includes the parameters characterizing the supplier. This approach is univer-
sal, but the selection of the parameters may require expert estimates. The comple-
xity of the approach is associated with obtaining analytical dependences.

The expert approach is based on ratings from experts of the parameters that 
characterize the supplier. It describes the procedure for obtaining integrated expert 
assessments. There are many algorithms and examples of calculation of supplier 
ratings (Lukinskiy 2007).

The supplier selection can be made on the basis of a multicriteria problem 
solution. One way of solving the problem is reducing it to a single-criterion type. 
Additive compression is applied at different importance of criteria. The method of 
a uniform optimality in combination with multiplicative or minimax compression 
is used at equal importance of criteria. In practice, there is often a situation when 
one solution is better for one criterion but worse in another way (Lukinskiy 2007).

The method of rating estimates is the most widespread for choosing a supplier. 
The main criteria for selecting a supplier are first determined, then the experts 
determine their significance. The final choice of supplier is based on their rating.
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The method of estimating costs is made in several stages: the business pro-
cess is divided into several business functions; for each function all income and 
expenses are calculated, taking into account possible risks, then the data obtained 
are compared and a decision is made about the preferred supplier. The disadvan-
tages of this method is the large amount of input data and the complexity of the 
analysis.

The method of the dominating characteristics assumes the emphasis of atten-
tion is on one chosen criterion (for example, price, quality, etc.).The advantage 
of this method is its simplicity. The disadvantage of this method is the neglect of 
other factors that could have a dominant position. 

Method Preference presupposes extensive information from various sources, 
which allows us to consider each factor on a par with the others.

The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) method was developed by the Ameri-
can mathematician Saaty. AHP is used to solve poorly structured problems based 
on a systematic approach (Kozlova 2015, Kutuzov 2008).

Lukinsky in 2007 offered the choice of supplier general algorithm in which 
he tried to minimize the work of experts. It divided all criteria into three groups: 
quantitative, qualitative and relay. For their ranging, the author offered a me-
thod of pair comparisons. Also to determine weighting coefficients, the proba-
bility density functions (Poisson law, normal law, etc.) can be used. Processing 
quantitative indicators is made in accordance with the methods of qualimetry. 
To generate estimates of quality indicators, Harrington’s desirability function is 
proposed.

Valeeva (2012) and Eremin (2013) proposed a model based on the method 
of fuzzy inference for supplier selection. The process of selecting suppliers inclu-
des: the definition of criteria for assessing the supplier, the computation of values 
of membership functions, determining the level of satisfactory alternatives, and 
selecting the best alternative. Kuimova (2013) also used the theory of fuzzy sets 
in the choice of supplier. The values of weight coefficients are determined by 
constructing a matrix of pair wise comparisons of criteria. The weighting factor is 
determined by calculating the value of the right eigenvector matrix.

In the work by Ware (2012) Indian scientists submitted are view of publica-
tions by scientists dealing with the problem of choosing a supplier (from 1991 to 
2011). They testify to the increasing interest of scientists in this problem. The first 
fuzzy techniques applied to the solution of the problem appeared in 2003–2004 in 
the works of scientists Kahraman (2003) and Manoj (2004).

A general multipurpose model for supplier selection was generated by We-
ber (1998) in 1993. It was supposed to minimize the negative goal (for example: 
price) and to maximize the positive purposes (for example: quality). The received 
linear model has to be limited to consumer demand, opportunities of the supplier, 
or other indicators. On the basis of this model, in 2006, Amid presented a fuzzy 
multipurpose linear model to solve problems. This model allows one to find vector 
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x that minimizes target function Zk (3) and the other objective function maximizes 
Zl (4).Values (Cki, Cli) at the same time can be specified in a clear and fuzzy form.

   
(3)

 
 

(4)

Cheng-Yuan Ku in 2009 offered a model on the basis of integrating fuzzy and 
hierarchical approaches, and also a program approach to the fuzzy purpose. The 
mathematical formulation of its model looks as follows (5):

  

(5)

where, fk(X)  – a linear function of k-th purpose; µk(fk(X)) – membership 
function for the k-th purpose, lk and µk – upper and lower limits of the k-th pur-
pose, gk level of aspiration.

In 2008 Chan presented a model based on fuzzy hierarchical process for a 
choice of supplier at the global level. The model assumed the use of a method of 
expanded analysis to calculate scales of various criteria and subcriteria. The hier-
archical method was used to calculate the final weights of suppliers. The method 
of extended analysis at the first stage involves the calculation of the means of 
fuzzy arithmetic sums across the rows of a fuzzy matrix (RSi = ∑n

j = 1ãij) , where  
ãij  = (lij, mij, uij) is a triangular fuzzy matrix equation; lij, mij, uij  are triangular fuzzy 
numbers.

The second step is to normalize the results obtained from the formula (6):
    

(6)

In the third step, calculate the degree of possibility that Si ≥ Sj  (7) where, Si = 
(li, mi, ui), Sj = (lj, mj, uj) – triangular fuzzy numbers.
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The fourth step is the degree of possibility that Si is preferred over all of the 
remaining (n–1) fuzzy numbers (8):

(8) 

The vector priorities fuzzy matrix is defined by the formula (9):
      

(9)

In the fuzzy TOPSIS method (Technique for Order Preference by Similarity 
to Ideal Solution), the ranking of different alternative suppliers and the importance 
weights of all attributes are assessed in linguistic values represented by fuzzy num-
bers. These linguistic ratings can be expressed in triangular fuzzy numbers. Accord-
ing to the concept of TOPSIS, a closeness coefficient is defined to determine the 
ranking order of all suppliers by calculating the distances to both fuzzy positive and 
fuzzy negative ideal solutions simultaneously. Chu and Lin (2003) in their math-
ematical fuzzy TOPSIS model proposed the following algorithm: the aggregation 
weights of importance; the determination is a positive (I+ = S+

1, …, S+
t, …, S+

k)) and 
negative ideal solution (I– = S–

1, …, S–
t, …, S–

k)); the calculation of distances of 
each alternative (d+

i [∑
k
t = 1(Sit – S+

t)
2]1/2); (d–

i [∑
k
t = 1(Sit – S–

t)
2]1/2);the calculation of 

the coefficient of proximity (10):

 (10)

The factor of proximity can be considered as the value of estimating an alter-
native Ai. Thus, the more Ci, the higher the priority of an alternative Ai. Aguezzoul 
and Ladet in 2007 proposed a multi-purpose non-linear model of supplier selec-
tion, taking into account transport policy. This model involves calculating the total 
cost and time of executing the order. Among other indicators, the following are 
involved in the calculations: the values of the buyer’s demand (D), the pace of 
the buyer and the supplier (r, ri), average time of transportation of products from 
the supplier to the buyer (Ti), the distance between them (di), the cost of the order 
(Ai) and delivery (Cf (fixed)i; Cvi (variable)). The mathematical formulation of the 
nonlinear multi-purpose programming involves the minimization of the total cost   
Ctotal (11) and lead time LTtotal (12) (Min Z = (Ctotal, LTtotal)).
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Russian scientists Kuimov et al. in their work (2013) considered the issues of 
decision-making on the selection of a supplier based on the theory of fuzzy sets. 
A set of optimal alternatives taking into account the importance of various quality 
criteria is determined by a weighted intersection of fuzzy sets: B = F1β1 ∩ F2β2 F3β3 
F4β4; µB(a) = max µB(aj); .Where, βi – weight criterion Fi.

Eremina (2013) carried out an analysis of methods and approaches to the 
problem of supplier selection. Based on the developed fuzzy model, a computer 
program “Information system of supplier selection” was created. She shows the 
practical implementation of this model on the example of machine-building en-
terprises. In this model, the sufficiency of an alternative which is described by 
a fuzzy subset A of W, is defined on the basis of the composite rule of a conclu-
sion: G = А°D, where, G – a fuzzy subset of an interval of I. A comparison of the 
alternatives takes place on the basis of point estimates. For a fuzzy set, Сc I is 
defined (α ∈ [0, 1]): Сα= {i | μc (i) ≥ α ∈ I}. For every Сα it is possible to calculate 
the average of the elements –М(Сα) for a set from n elements. Then the point value 
for set С can be written down in the form of (13):

      
(13)

where, αmax – the maximum value in set C. The best alternative is selected.
Leszcznsyki and Konkin (2008) presented a model of supplier selection un-

der various data types. They used an approach based on the theory of fuzzy sets. 
The authors propose finding the values of the membership functions through the 
direct or indirect method. The direct method involves obtaining information from 
an expert in accordance with the proposed scale. The second method greatly sim-
plifies the task, requiring only a comparison of pairs of real suppliers.

The decision on supplier selection is made based on the values of membership 
functions of convex combinations  of fuzzy sets corresponding to the measured pa-
rameters µč(ai) = ∑m

j = 1βj ˙ µj(ai). Where β
1
, β

2
, …, β

m 
– the non-negative numbers  

(∑m
j = 1βj =  1) characterizing relative importance of parameters c1, c2, …, cm’;  

µj(ai) – the value of the membership function from [0,1] for each supplier ai ∈A 
on the value of each cj (j = 1, m) parameter which characterizes to what extent 
this supplier corresponds to the concept “the best at parameter j” according to the 
expert. The best supplier is considered to be the option with the maximum value 
of the membership function (14).

     (14)

Okolelova in her work (2012) developed a model of enterprise management 
in the field of optimization of logistics strategies in the face of uncertainty. The 
author proposed an algorithm for optimizing the choice of the supplier of mate-
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rial resources on the basis of game theory. In the first step of the algorithm the 
data is structured and all kinds of costs for the purchase of material resources are 
presented in the form of a table. Then the so-called „reference” of the enterprise is 
formed. Further calculation is based on finding the largest deviation of each value 
from the reference (∆З = З϶T – Зi), and then determining the variance (D = ∑n

i  
= 1∆З2), standard deviation (σ = √D) and coefficient of the variation ( v = σ / З϶T).
Where Зэт – total costs by „reference” of the enterprise, and Зi – the total cost for 
the i-th supplier. The choice of the optimal variant of the decision is made on the 
basis of Wald’s Maximin Model. This model allows the user to minimize the num-
ber of expert assessments as a subjective factor.

In an article by Vostrikov (2009) he proposed and built a few examples of 
non-classical models using the “transportation task” model in the choice of sup-
plier. This model is different to the classical model of “a transport task”. In the 
traditional presentation, the scope of supply is always equal to the number of 
procurement buyers. In this model, there is a situation which is characteristic of 
a market economy – supply exceeds demand.

Kozin (2006) offered the integrated model of a choice of supplier of goods 
and services, taking into account the risk factor. He proposed a new algorithm 
and a system of mathematical conditions which consider a cumulative assess-
ment of the category of risk. This approach minimizes the risk of choosing an 
unreliable supplier. The author suggests alternative effective methods of selection: 
the “Bayes-Laplace probability” (BL), the principle of “maximum entropy utility 
functions” (MEUF), the principle of “minimum variance utility functions” (MV) 
and the “modal principle” (MP).The decision to choose conditions of risk assumes 
that the probabilities of possible options of an economic situation are known. This 
technique includes the calculation of efficiency criterion and definition of weight 
(ψi) for each method of choice of a decision-making procedure. Rationing and the 
calculation of the provided coefficients is determined by formula (15), where ϶(mn) 
– a calculated value of efficiency of a separate method, m – the accepted method 
of an assessment of efficiency, and n – the number of offers. The following defines 
a comprehensive integral performance criterion (16).

      (15)
      

(16)

The review of the majority of scientific works doesn’t allow us to state a pref-
erence for this or that model for choosing a supplier in a certain field of activity. 
Such absence testifies to their universality. The choice of method or model is 
influenced by the following factors: industry characteristics of the enterprise, the 
category and specifics of the bought resources, the concrete period of commission 
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of the purchase, etc. As a rule, the most difficult and thorough models are intended 
for the selection of strategic suppliers.

The study showed that in recent years there has been a proliferation of mod-
els based on fuzzy logic, the analytic hierarchy process, and linear and nonlinear 
programming. Today we can distinguish several directions of research in this area: 
fuzzy modeling, fuzzy programming, the fuzzy hierarchical approach, the fuzzy 
TOPSIS method, etc.

The development of the system architecture  
of fuzzy inference

The theory of fuzzy sets is the basis for the development of decision support systems 
for badly formalized problems. They allow one to take into account both the quali-
tative and quantitative indicators. The most constructive use of fuzzy modeling is 
to construct models that take into account the inaccuracy and incompleteness of the 
initial data. Currently, fuzzy modeling is one of the most promising areas of applied 
research in the field of decision-making. Fuzzy logic allows you to select from a va-
riety of information that is only directly relevant to the analyzed issue.

The process of choosing a supplier for a machine-building enterprise should 
be carried out on the basis of a wide range of estimated criteria. Thus, it is sugge-
sted, that a practical model of knowledge representation is created with a hierar-
chical architecture. The hierarchical architecture of a fuzzy system assumes the 
possibility of an indistinct conclusion for intermediate variables for the purpose 
of the subsequent transfer of accurate values of these variables to systems of the 
subsequent level of hierarchy. The structure of the developed hierarchical model 
of an indistinct conclusion for the assessment of suppliers of machine-building 
enterprise is presented in Figure 9. 

The evaluation of suppliers of machine-building enterprise includes the de-
termination value of 32 criteria. They are divided into eight groups (see Figure 7). 
The first level of the model is represented by the fuzzy inference system for eva-
luating suppliers on the evaluation criteria. The output variables of the first level 
are the input to the second level of the system. The output of the entire system is 
determined by an integral indicator of supplier assessment.

The elements of the tree inference are interpreted as:
IR – the root of the tree; the integral indicator of assessment of the 

supplier;
1) X1, X2, …, X32 – terminal tops; the criteria influencing the assessment 

of the supplier;
2) Knowledge base 11, …, knowledge base 18 and knowledge base 21 – 

non-terminal tops of level 1 and 2; production knowledge bases on pro-
cesses and a total assessment of the supplier;
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3) Y11, …, Y18 and Y21 – arcs emerging from the non terminal nodes of 
levels1 and 2; the value of performance indicator processes and the final 
assessment of the supplier.

Figure 9. The hierarchical model of fuzzy inference system for evaluating the suppliers of a ma-
chine-building enterprise
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Source: authors’ own elaboration.

When constructing a fuzzy model, inputs and outputs will be presented in the 
form of linguistic variables. The values of terminal nodes X1, X2, ..., X32 can be 
defined by such terms as “very low”, “low”, “medium”, “high”, “very high”, and 
for all Yij – “negative”, “neutral” and “positive.”

In order to develop a fuzzy model, the Fuzzy Tech program was selected. 
Figure 11 is a graphic interpretation of a hierarchical knowledge base for the as-
sessment of suppliers.

Definition of functions of accessory and their terms

To solve the problem of choosing a supplier, you need to:
1. to define a suitable conclusive algorithm in which all entrance variables 

have to be specified;
2. to define the list and type of fuzzy variables (terms) according to lingu-

istic input variables;
3. establish an effective set of rules, which is the basis for the fuzzy model.
The objective function )( ixY for the decision support system to evaluate ven-

dors tends to the maximum (17):

(17)

where, ix – parameters of the evaluation criteria, each of which is a vector, i = 
1,…,32; Y  – the value of the performance indicator’s processes and the final as-
sessment of the supplier.

( ) maxiY x →
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The length of vector ix depends on the productivity value of an indicator, 
thus, the number of these indicators for an assessment of the supplier is rather 
large. Because of this, the problem of “large dimension” may appear. Thus, part 
of the input parameters are qualitative, and others quantitative. To unify the pro-
cessing of these indicators, they need to be normalized (Orlovsky 1981, Rotshteyn 
2002, Norwich 1986).

Triangular and trapezoidal functions of accessory were the most popular 
thanks to their simplicity.

For the description of a triangular function, formula (18) is used:
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where (a, c) – pessimistic evaluation of the fuzzy number; fuzzy set medium;  
b – optimistic assessment of fuzzy number; maximum coordinate.

For the description of the trapezoid function, formula (19) is used:
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where (a, d) – pessimistic evaluation of the fuzzy number; fuzzy set medium; [b, 
c] – optimistic assessment of fuzzy number; the core of a fuzzy set.

At the preliminary stage, the method of indirect expert assessment was 
used to define the type of functions of accessory and the values of their quali-
tative parameters. Depending on the type of the parameter have been identi-
fied, the types of triangular and trapezoidal membership functions of all qu-
ality indicators.

As an example, we will consider the function of the accessory of the „Price” 
criterion (C1). To assess the linguistic criterion the terms used are “unsatisfacto-
ry”, “satisfactory”, “good”, “excellent”. The value of this criterion is evaluated 
as a percentage of the average market price. For each variable, utilized member-
ship functions are defined by fuzzy sets. Functions of the accessory of fuzzy sets 
for the C1 criterion are presented in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. The membership functions for the “Price” variable

Source: authors’ own elaboration.
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The function “low” has parameters: a = 10, b = –10, с = 0, d = 0.5.
The function “medium_low” has parameters: a = 0.1, b = 0.5, с = 4.5, d = 5.5.
The function “medium_high” has parameters: a = 4.5, b = 5.5, с = 9.5, d = 10.5.
The function “high” has parameters: a = 9.5, b = 10.5, с = 12, d = 12. 
The hierarchical architecture of building the knowledge base for the fuzzy 

inference decision system on the selection of an engineering enterprise is shown 
in Figure 11.

Figure 11. The hierarchical architecture of building the knowledge base for the fuzzy inference 
decision system to assess a supplier of machine-building enterprises in Fuzzy Tech

Source: authors’ own elaboration.

A detailed analysis of the developed fuzzy model was carried out in the con-
struction of three-dimensional surfaces of the set of fuzzy inference. In Figures 12 
and 13 there are two examples.
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Figure 12. Type of three-dimensional surface of the “Terms of delivery and payment” fuzzy inferen-
ce process which depends on “Delivery times” and “Norm of shipments” performance for the year 
2012 for a steel supplier

Source: authors’ own elaboration.

Figure 13. Type of three-dimensional surface of the “Financial condition” fuzzy inference process 
which depends on the indicators “Annual cash flow” and “Stability of their financial situation” for 
the year 2012 for a steel supplier

Source: authors’ own elaboration.

Despite the fact that the proposed architecture is a hierarchical knowledge 
base and has a rather complex structure, it allows the rapid assessment of suppliers 
according to 32 criteria.
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Conclusion

Improving the procurement process helps the manufacturer to increase their profits 
and is an important factor affecting the economic efficiency of enterprises. The use 
of international supply sources can become a powerful weapon in the competition.

The preliminary assessment of the supplier plays a special role in this model. 
We developed a functional model of the business process of supplier selection for 
material resources. For convenience of the process of supplier selection, all pur-
chases should be divided into categories of purchases.The process of determining 
the category of procurement involves consistent implementation of ABC, XYZ 
and SHM analyses. The category of purchase is determined by subsequently com-
bining the results obtained and forming a three-dimensional matrix. Decisions on 
the structure, volumes and terms of purchase, as well as the formation of orders, 
conclusion and execution of contracts, is made on the basis of the results that will 
be obtained at the stage of the comparative analysis of suppliers.

The review of the majority of scientific works doesn’t allow us to allocate prefe-
rence in the use of this or that model for the choice of supplier in a certain field of activi-
ty. The study showed that in recent years there has been a proliferation of models based 
on fuzzy logic, the analytic hierarchy process, and linear and nonlinear programming. 
Today we can distinguish several directions of research in this area: fuzzy modeling, 
fuzzy programming, the fuzzy hierarchical approach, the fuzzy TOPSIS method, etc.

Based on the theory of fuzzy sets, we have developed a hierarchical model, 
a fuzzy conclusion for the assessment of suppliers of machine-building enterpri-
ses. Despite the fact that the proposed architecture is a hierarchical knowledge 
base and has a rather complex structure, it allows a rapid assessment of suppliers. 
To improve the clarity and transparency of the calculations, an intermediary as-
sessment of performance indicators has been provided. This in turn increases the 
flexibility of its setting and the adequacy of the work. In addition, it enables pro-
curement managers to assess their effectiveness and to take timely and appropriate 
management decisions on choosing the best supplier.
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Summary

The subject of our research is the process of selecting a supplier of material reso-
urces to machine-building enterprises. The aim of this work is to identify factors 
that improve the process of supplier selection of material resources to large enter-
prises. Testing this model is made on the example of the “KRANEKS” machine- 
building enterprise. The methodological basis of the scientific research is work in 
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the fields of systems analysis, management accounting, and econometrics. As a re-
sult of the research, a methodology and estimation algorithm of suppliers was de-
veloped, as well as a hierarchical model of fuzzy inference to supplier evaluation. 
These developments are mainly aimed at supporting decision making in choosing 
the best provider for a machine-building enterprise. These developments mainly 
focused on decision support in choosing the best provider for an engineering en-
terprise whose list of material resources runs into the thousands. They are aimed 
at improving the efficiency of administrative decisions in the supplier selection 
process of machine-building enterprises and improving the work process of their 
purchasing departments.

Keywords: supplier selection, preliminary assessment of the supplier, purchase, 
procurement strategy, complexity of the procurement, priority supplier, selection 
criteria, mathematical models, fuzzy models, AHP-fuzzy model

Streszczenie

Model rozmyty oceny dostawców materiałów dla przedsiębiorstw  
sektora budowy maszyn

Przedmiotem badań jest proces wyboru dostawców materiałów w przedsiębior-
stwach sektora budowy maszyn. Celem jest identyfikacja czynników ulepszają-
cych ten proces w dużych przedsiębiorstwach. Zbudowany model przetestowano 
na przedsiębiorstwie „KRANEKS”. Podstawy teoretyczno-metodologiczne pracy 
zawierają się w obrębie analizy systemów, rachunkowości zarządczej i ekonome-
trii. W rezultacie stworzone metodologię oraz algorytm wyboru dostawcy oraz 
hierarchiczny model wnioskowania rozmytego dla oceny dostawców. Narzędzia 
te dobrze nadają się do wspierania decyzji o wyborze dostawców w przedsiębior-
stwie sektora budowy maszyn. W istocie mogą one wspierać decyzje w każdym 
przedsiębiorstwie produkcyjnym, które zgłasza zapotrzebowanie na dostawy licz-
nych materiałów. Narzędzia te mają poprawiać efektywność decyzji administra-
cyjnych oraz wspierać działy zakupów tego rodzaju przedsiębiorstw. 

Słowa kluczowe: wybór dostawcy, wstępna ocena dostawcy, zakup, strategie za-
opatrzenia, złożoność zaopatrzenia, dostawca priorytetowy, kryteria wyboru, mo-
del matematyczny, model rozmyty, model rozmyty AHP

JEL: C10, C45, D21, E23, F10, O19


